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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like homework over break!

Browsing the iTunes Store
lately, I have noticed something. Music, movies and
television episodes purchased on it cost the same
as they would in the store,
sometimes even more. This
leads me to believe that the
companies that produce
these pieces are actually
paying us to buy the physical product. Let’s examine
this.
Most data now comes in
some form of disk, be it
a standard CD, or a DVD.
These things cost money to
produce, time to produce
and manpower to run the
machinery. However, the
digital copy, which basically
requires one submission
to iTunes and you’re done,
costs more. This leads me
to believe not only are we
not paying for the time and
effort of making the physical
copies, they’re actually paying us to let them work.
...iPod on back

Recycling is good for everyone.

By Zeta Chapter ~ Guest Writers

It sometimes baffles the mind that there
are people out there how have not heard
of the great Blizzard T. Husky. To know
that there are poor souls out there who
have never heard his inspirational story
before saddens us deeply. You see, the
legacy all started on the day that Blizzard
T. Husky (the T stands for The) was first
conceived. Don’t believe the story of
Ol’Blizzy being christened in 1997 via
a campus-wide competition, for the truth
is that he was created
on the seventh day
to aspire hope and
inspiration to all (who
are Huskies).

ment was missing in the formula and thus
did the heavens echo “be” and Blizzard
T. Husky was incarnated into our world.
Since then he has evolved, becoming
more complex and amazing with each
era, but keeping his profile low until he
could find the place where his total
amount of concentrated awesome (in
units of megafonzies per square millimeter) could be put to great use.

After ages of wandering, he discovered
Michigan Technological University in the
lovely Houghton,
Michigan. W ith its
entertaining student
According to the
body, energetic pep
Gospel of Blizzard
band, and sheer mass
T. Husky there once
of snow, the immortalwas nothing, then the
being decided to take
“I’m awesome!”
creation of Michigan
on the form of the
Technological University and its holy ice single most epic animal in existence, a
rink in 1885, and its hockey team and bipedal husky ready to cheer on Michifans, followed by the amorphous glob gan Tech to glory as a representation of
of black and gold stripes of carbon, the pinnacle of evolution.
oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, and other
elements that came together to start the Since then he has also taken on many
complex chemical reaction known as roles and regularly acts out feats of amaz“life” that eventually divided and became ing audacity. He has acted as the High
the pep band who’s thunderous chorus Priest of the First Church of Teslak, and has
could spread the word. A certain ele...see Blizzard on back

Letttt Freeeedoooooommm
Riiiiiiiiiinnnnnnnngg!!!
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Starve a Cold,

Feed a Hangover
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By Ray Martens ~ Daily Bull

Pic o’ the Day
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Digital vs.
Physical

Blizzard T. Husky
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“There’s no trick to being a
humorist when you have the
whole government working for
you.”
~Will Rogers

...Blizzard from front

supported the Almighty EERC Tree (all
hail the EERC Tree) in all of its social and
political endeavors. His community
service repertoire includes feeding
the homeless with his mere presence
as his awesomeness has been known
to take on a warm delicious physical
form. He is known for saving orphans
along with all their teddy bears from
burning buildings and organizing
multiple community bake sales, where
he would serve those who oppose
Michigan Tech to loyal fans in the form
of a tasty German Chocolate Rum Cake
with complimentary hot cocoa. Yum.

...iPod from front

House Episodes are running at $1.99
an episode, $2.99 for HD versions.
Figure roughly 26 episodes per season, and you’re running about 1012 dollars over the physical copy.
Robin Hood: Men in Tights was $5
at Walmart over the weekend, but
you look on iTunes and it’s $9.99.
Seriously, what’s the deal with this?
They’re literally paying us to buy the
stuff that costs them money to make.

There is, however, a simple solution to
this. Start writing your favorite movie
studios and tell them that the movies
they sell in stores should come with
Now, dear reader, you understand the free digital copies. We bought the
glory that is Blizzard T. Husky. Maybe
someday you can also heal the blind
and find a cure for the three types of
cancer that are still left over after Blizzy
got bored one Wednesday evening.

All hail the
EERC Tree!
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not to be immature or anything but...
Herschel sounds a lot like Hershey.
And Hershey finding Uranus just kinda
seems, odd. Wouldn’t it seem that
Uranus finds Hershey’s and does
something about it, often in a violent
Uranus Found!
manner? Anyhow, here are some
By Suzanne Brush~ Guest Writer
jokes about Uranus to help celebrate
Everyone is excited over spring break. such a great day!
Mostly it’s because you get days away
from class, you can go home and raid Do you know anything about bicycling
your parents fridge for food, and you on other planets? I was hoping you
don’t have to worry about anything. did since I saw skid marks around
I’m excited for another reason, and it Uranus.
happens to be the end of the week.
The planet Uranus was discovered on Thanks to the astrologist Ben Dover we
March 13th, 1781. It was by a man by can all look at Uranus now!
the name of William Herschel. Now,
movie, why can’t we stick it on our
various digital devices? I personally
like the idea of carrying Iron Man and
Hancock with me for those boring office waits or *cough*class*cough*.

What do the Starship Enterprise and
toilet paper have in common? They
both circle Uranus in search of Klingons!
Uranus is such a powerful display of
great and plentiful gases!
Due to childish jokes, the name of the
seventh planet is no longer Uranus.
From henceforth it shall be known as
“Urectum”
Don’t look now, but there are rings
around Uranus!
And don’t forget ladies, Uranus is four
times bigger than earth! ;-D

